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Quarterly Reverberation Of Wonder Time

Wearing A Mask Could Be A Task but Remember it can save not only your life but of many
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everberation Of

"Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing
can be done without hope and confidence."



"The most overwhelming key
to a child's success is the

positive involvement of the
parents and the teachers."

To apprise the parents about
the upcoming assessments
and answer their queries

pertaining to the same,  an
interactive session is being

conducted on Saturday, 12th
September 2020 for the
students and parents of

Grades  III-VIII. The panel will
include the Headmistress

and the teaching faculty of
the respective grade. We, at

Xavier's, strongly believe
that together we can give
our children the roots to

GROW and the wings to FLY.
 

CAMPUS BUZZCCCCAAAAMMMMPPPPUUUUSSSS BBBBUUUUZZZZZZZZCAMPUS BUZZ
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“The man who does not read books has no advantage over the one who cannot read them.”

COLLOQUY



"Mental strength is not the ability to stay out of
darkness, it's the ability to sit in the darkness

knowing that the light will shine again."
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“The man who does not read books has no advantage over the one who cannot read them.”



ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
Xaverians' Make a Difference

Subject enrichment activities are fun, which helps students to become
more engaged in their learning and retain more information. Such activities
give plenty of opportunities to the students to learn in different ways. 
Best out of waste, just as the title suggests, the Grade IV students of
St.Xavier’s High School did indeed do their best using waste and came up
with some wonderful products which can easily be utilised by not only
themselves but the entire family.

Science activities 
Best out of w

aste and Litter box
m

aking 

There is no substitute for hardwork
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

Xaverians' Make a Difference
Hands-on-learning is a form of education in which children learn
by doing. Instead of simply listening to a teacher or instructor
about a given subject, the student engages with the subject
matter to solve a problem or create something. 

Science activities 
Best out of waste and Litter box making 

There is no substitute for hardwork
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
Xaverians' Make a Difference

It is impossible for an educator to go into whole number division unit without plans to scaffold, differentiate, and

utilize small group teaching methods to ensure that the students understand the concept of division.

Mastering division with whole numbers  can be a real challenge for our 4th grade students. But with the right

“teacher-moves” and scaffolding to support students from one level to the next, we can take the stress out of this

{fun} math topic.

We as educators have learnt to envision our standards on a continuum of learning and connect what grade-level

standards require students to be able to do, pre-requisite skills that can help them "build up" to the grade-level

learning goal.

Creating a continuum of learning skills is how we have learned to manage and find success with differentiation.

Math activities 

There is no substitute for hardwork

DIVISION PROJECT
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
Xaverians' Make a Difference

It is impossible for an educator to go into whole number division unit without plans to
scaffold, differentiate, and utilize small group teaching methods to ensure that the
students understand the concept of division.

Mastering division with whole numbers  can be a real challenge for our 4th grade
students. But with the right “teacher-moves” and scaffolding to support students from
one level to the next, we can take the stress out of this {fun} math topic.

We as educators have learnt to envision our standards on a continuum of learning and
connect what grade-level standards require students to be able to do, pre-requisite
skills that can help them "build up" to the grade-level learning goal.
Creating a continuum of learning skills is how we have learned to manage and find
success with differentiation.

There is no substitute for hardwork
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Experimenting is what that can lead you to the best results

Science is all about exploration and discovery, so there is no better way to get young
scientists excited about learning with hands- on activities and science experiments.
Experiments help the learners to understand the concepts better as it allows them to
think, observe and validate their learning.
A series of constructive and fun filled experiments bring the interest of learners in
regular studies as well..
 In order to break the monotony and to make learning more interesting, Experimenting
classes are conducted on weekly basis for the students of Grade IV. The learners enjoy
doing various experiments with full of enthusiasm. 

ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
Xaverians' Make a Difference

There is no substitute for hardwork

EXPERIMENTING 
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‘TEACHER…….BEING ONE IS A PRIVILEGE……HAVING ONE IS A
BLESSING…..’
A teacher illuminates a soul with its own light. All the efforts and
hard work that a teacher invests in bringing out the best in
students can never be repaid in mere words. It is the passion for
teaching and uncompromising ethics that shapes the future
citizens. It is a teacher who plants the seeds that lasts for a
lifetime….
Xaverians celebrated Teacher's day virtually with full zeal and
enthusiasm. Beautiful titles were given to the teachers.    

.

TEACHER'S DAY
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Teacher's day



Raksha Bandhan : The Bond of Protectiveness!! 

The bonding between a brother and a sister is simply unique and is
beyond description in words. There is no other love like for and from a

brother. The relationship between siblings is extraordinary and is given
importance in every part of the world. The occasion of Raksha Bandhan

is celebrated on the full moon day of the Hindu luni-solar calendar in
the month of Shravana which typically falls in the August month of

Gregorian calendar. 
To celebrate this festival, Xaverians enjoyed Rakhi making activity. 

RAKSHA BANDHAN
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Raksha Bandhan-a virtuous bond  of love



From becoming a support system to spreading laughter and love,
friends play a crucial role and guide us to handle all the tough
situations.
Real friendship, like real poetry, is extremely rare.
Cherish this eternal bond with Xavierians and spread love and smiles
in the whole world.
The pandemic must have restricted the movement but the the rock
bottom support of friends make the good times better and the hard
times easier. Friends live in the heart and never part.
Our young Xaverians celebrated this day to appreciate the love,
kindness  and express their gratitude towards each other.

FRIENDSHIP DAY
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Friendship day



Paper Bags, in the past couple of decades, have become a vital part of our lives
due to their increased environmental and economic significance. It has been a

part of every industry directly or indirectly, from the grocery store in our
neighbourhood to the fashion and gift packaging industry. .  

Paper bag is an innovation which has acted as a boon to mankind due to its
environment-friendly nature. Hence, our eco-warriors Xaverians made designer

and colourful paper bags to spread awareness of this very important day.

PAPER DAY 
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Paper day



DOCTOR'S DAY 
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Only a doctor is blessed with the magic to treat a life, to bring health into our lives and to be
there with us when we have lost all the hopes. The service rendered by medical

professionals during this pandemic is exemplary. They have shown immense strength,
virtue and courage, even risking their lives to treat us. The nation is indebted to the Doctors.
Let us take this special occasion to thank them for restoring our faith in humanity through
their tireless contribution and commitment towards the service of mankind. On Doctor’s

Day we salute each and every member of the medical fraternity for dedicating themselves
to save lives of millions.

Doctor's day



NATIONAL SPORTS DAY 
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Champions aren't made in the gym, they are made of something deep inside
them-a desire, a dream, a vision"
Anyone who has a strong desire, a beautiful dream and an overreaching vision is a
champion.
National Sports Day commemorates the birth anniversary of the legendary Indian
hockey player, Mr. Dhyan Chand Singh. It is a very auspicious day for one and all
as India has made a mark in every field of sports worldwide.
Xaverians celebrated this day with great pomp and show but due to the prevailing
pandemic scenario, we came up with something different. We didn't get away
from celebrating and glorifying the beauty of Sports on this auspicious day. The
celebration highlights the overall importace of sports and daily activities in
individual's life.

Sports day



CARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVRVR OURCCCCAAAARRRRNRNRNNNIIIIVVVVAAAALLLL OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE FFFFRRRREREREEEEEEEDDDDOOOOMMMM FFFFEEEERRRRVRVRVVVRVRVRVRRVRRRRVRRR OOOOUUUURRRRCARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVOUR

The Grand Show titled “The 10 Chapters of
India’s Independence” where the students of
Grades III to VIII presented 10 webinars back to
back showcasing 10 different themes which
highlighted the illustrious journey of our
Independence. 

In the entire event 160 students and 34 parents
and grandparents participated. All of them
collectively contributed in making the event a
remarkable success. It was Immensely
impressive how the children took forward the
webinars in the form of Group Discussions and
gave overwhelming inputs. All the Xaverians
outshined and stupendous confidence was
portrayed in each and every webinar. 

A hearty thank you to all parents who have
been so supportive. And three cheers  for all
the exceeding confident children 

“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.”
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BEGINNING OF COLONISATION BY BRITISHIN
17TH CENTURY - VIII D

THE FIRST WAR OF INDEPENDANCE - THE
REVOLT OF 1857 - VIII C

EMERGENCE OF GANDHI JI IN 1915 WITH THE
IDEA OF SATYAGRAH - VIII B

JALLIAN WALA BAGH TRAGEDY - 13 APRIL
1919 (IN PROTEST AGAINST THE ROWLATT

ACT 1919) - VIII A

NON-COOPERATION AND KHILAFAT
MOVEMENT - 1920 - VII A + B

SIMON COMMISSION - NOVEMBER 1927 - VII
C + D

SALT MARCH (DANDI MARCH) - 1930 -
LAUNCING CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE MOVEMENT -

VI

GANDHI IRWIN PACT AND EXECUTION OF
BHAGAT SINGH, RAJGURU AND SUKH DEV -

1931 - V

QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT - 1942 - IV

MOUNT BATTEN PLAN AND INDEPENDENCE OF
INDIA - 1947 - III



“You have to stand against the whole
world although you may have to

stand alone. You have to stare in the
face the whole world although the

world may look at you with bloodshot
eyes. Do not fear. Trust the little
voice residing within your heart.”

To share more about the glory of Quit
India Movement; to keep the spirits
soaring high and to instill in you, the
enthusiastic speakers of Grade IV
presented before Chapter 9 of India’s
Independence "Quit India Movement-
1942".
This grand event was live on facebook
page. 

CARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVRVR OURCCCCAAAARRRRNRNRNNNIIIIVVVVAAAALLLL OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE FFFFRRRREREREEEEEEEDDDDOOOOMMMM FFFFEEEERRRRVRVRVVVRVRVRVRRVRRRRVRRR OOOOUUUURRRRCARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVOUR

“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.”
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“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.”
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CARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVRVR OURCCCCAAAARRRRNRNRNNNIIIIVVVVAAAALLLL OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE FFFFRRRREREREEEEEEEDDDDOOOOMMMM FFFFEEEERRRRVRVRVVVRVRVRVRRVRRRRVRRR OOOOUUUURRRRCARNIVAL OF THE FREEDOM FERVOUR

“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.”





Xavenium- A colorful plethora of events was an
interschool competition conducted in the month of August.

It was indeed a matter of pride for us as it was a very
unique event. It was incepted and executed on a digital
platform. The entire event was conducted online. This
pretigeous event was attended by more than 20 schools
online and included  many categories for the students to

showcase their talents.
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TOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIESTTTTOOOOUUUURRRRNRNRNNNEEEEYYYY OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE CCCCOOOONNNNTTTTEEEEMMMMPPPPOOOORRRRARARAAARRRRIRIRIIIEEEESSSSTOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIES

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
“Creative photography is where science and

art break even.” – Danie Bester

Photography skills build valuable visual and
critical thinking skills for later in life. Even
the simple act of looking at and capturing
something new can expand an individual’s

horizons. 
St. Xavier High school, Sector 49, Gurugram
organised an online inter-class photography
competition - ‘Shutter Up!’ for the students
of grades III-VIII on 19 August, 2020  which
aimed to tap their creativity, innovative

ideas and harness their unbound
imagination.

We asked our aspiring shutterbugs to snap
and submit images that capture ‘The

Beauties of Nature’ —and they delivered in
a big way! We received such exemplary

submissions that our judges were floored by
the talent and technical ability of skillful,

dexterous XAVERIANS . 



LitWiz
"The quest for knowledge, like everything else of value, is not to be

obtained easily. It must be worked for, studied for, thought for, and more
than that must be prayed for."

In an earnest endeavor to enhance the prevailing quality of English as a
discipline, among the students, St Xavier's High School, Sector 49
organised an online English Literary Quiz- 'LitWiz'. 
The Inter- Class competition was segmented into two categories. The
senior section comprises of students from Grades VI -VIII on 7th July 2020,
whereas the junior participants will have students hailing from grades III
- V  on 8th July 2020.
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TOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIESTTTTOOOOUUUURRRRNRNRNNNEEEEYYYY OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE CCCCOOOONNNNTTTTEEEEMMMMPPPPOOOORRRRARARAAARRRRIRIRIIIEEEESSSSTOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIES

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”



"Knowledge brings more knowledge."

Knowledge and mental stimulation plays a huge role in sharpening
the gears of your child’s brain. If the child is exposed to more
knowledge-based stimulants, he/she will have higher thinking
ability, comprehensive ability and great communication skills.

To engage and enlighten the students, an Inter-Class General
Knowledge Quiz 'Q Fiesta was conducted on 4th September 2020
for the students of Grades  III-VIII.
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TOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIESTTTTOOOOUUUURRRRNRNRNNNEEEEYYYY OOOOFFFF TTTTHHHHEEEE CCCCOOOONNNNTTTTEEEEMMMMPPPPOOOORRRRARARAAARRRRIRIRIIIEEEESSSSTOURNEY OF THE CONTEMPORARIES

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

Q Fiesta
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THE SUPERLATIVES OF TOURNEYTTTTHHHHEEEE SSSSUUUUPPPPEEEERRRRLRLRLLLAAAATTTTIIIIVVVVEEEESSSS OOOOFFFF TTTTOOOOUUUURRRRNRNRNNNEEEEYYYYTHE SUPERLATIVES OF TOURNEY
                           Results of the Competitions

Don’t wish it were easier; wish you were better.
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BEBEB SESE TSTS HOHOH LOLO ILIL DADAD YAYA HOHOH MOMO EMEM WEWE ORORO KRKR -BBBBEBEBEEEBEBEBEBESEEESEBEBBBBEBBBBEBBBEBEBEBBBEB SSSSESESESEESEEEESEEESESSSESESEEESESESEEESE TSTSTTTSTSTSTSSTSSSSTSSS HHHHHOHHHOHOHOHOOOHOHOHOHOLOOOLOHOHHHHOHHHHOHHHOHOHOHHHOH LOLOLLLOLOLOLOOLOOOOLOOOOLOOOLOLOLOOOLO ILILIIILILILILLILLLLILLL DIDIDDDIDIDIDIDADDDADIDIIIIDIIIIDIIIDIDIDIIIDI AAAADADADADDADDDDADDDADAAADADADDDADADADDDAD YAYAYYYAYAYAYAAYAAAAYAAA HHHHHOHHHOHOHOHOOOHOHOHOHOMOOOMOHOHHHHOHHHHOHHHOHOHOHHHOH MOMOMMMOMOMOMOOMOOOOMOOOOMOOOMOMOMOOOMO EMEMEEEMEMEMEMMEMMMMEMMMMEMMMEMEMEMMMEM WEWEWWWEWEWEWEEWEEEEWEEE OWOWOOOWOWOWOWOROOOROWOWWWWOWWWWOWWWOWOWOWWWOW RRRROROROROOROOOOROOORORRROROROOOROROROOORO KRKRKKKRKRKRKRRKRRRRKRRRKRKKKRKRKRRRKRKRKRRRKR ----BEST HOLIDAY HOMEWORK -
MEMEM NENE ININI COCOC OOOO TSTST , NATUTUT RURU ERER RERER BEBE OBOB OOOO TSTSTMMMMEMEMEEEMEMEMEMENEEENEMEMMMMEMMMMEMMMEMEMEMMMEM NENENNNENENENEEEENEEEENEEENENENEEENE IIIIINIIININININNNINININIIIINIIIINIIINININIIINI CCCCOCOCOOOCOCOCOCCOCCCCOCCCOCOOOCOCOCCCOCOCOCCCOC OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO TOTOTTTTSTTTSTSTSTSSSTSTSTSTTSTTTTSTTTTSTTTSTSTSTTTST ,S,S,,,S,S,S,SSSS,SSSS,SSS,S,S,SSS,S NNNNANANAAANANANANNANNNNANNNANAAANANANNNANANANNNAN TTTTTUTTTUTUUUUTUTUTUTTUTTTTUTTTUTUUUTUTUTTTUTUTUTTTUT RURURRRURURURUURUUUURUUUURUUURURURUUURU EREREEERERERERRERRRRERRRRERRRERERERRRER RRRREREREEEREREREREBEEEBERERRRRERRRRERRRERERERRRER BBBBEBEBEBEEBEEEEBEEEBEBBBEBEBEEEBEBEBEEEBE OBOBOOOBOBOBOBBOBBBBOBBBBOBBBOBOBOBBBOB OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO TOTOTTTTSTTTSTSTSTSSSTSTSTSTTSTTTTSTTTTSTTTSTSTSTTTSTMEN IN COOTS, NATURE REBOOTS

"You're braver than you believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think." 

GRADE IV A

GRADE IV CGRADE IV B

Blue sky, clean water and air: Lockdown has
rejuvenated our environment. In this gloom
and doom, there was something to cheer
about.

The silver lining of the earth has bounced
back in the absence of human activities.
Mother Nature rebooted itself. With this
thought in mind,

Students of Grade IV  presented very
interesting viewpoints and excellent
hardwork in the form of Power Point
Presentation adding to their knowledge.
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GRADE IV EGRADE IV D

GRADE IV F GRADE IV G

GRADE IV H GRADE IV I

"You're braver than you believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think." 



In life ‘knowing how’ is just as important as ‘knowing that’. Art, craft and design

introduces participants to a range of intellectual and practical skills. It enables learners

to use and understand the properties of a wide range of tools, machines, materials and

systems. It provides children, young people and lifelong learners with regular

opportunities to think imaginatively and creatively and develop confidence in other

subjects and life skills.

Xaverians' Make a Difference

There is no substitute for hardwork

ART ACTIVITIES
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ART WORK 



"Success in life is not for those who run fast, but for those who keep running and always on
the move.”

Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. And our blooming buds of Xavier's never
stop being optimistic.

Xaverians' Make a Difference

There is no substitute for hardwork
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STAR ACHIEVERS

Vedant Singh- A certified Game developer who has won a Laptop from WhiteHat Jr

Dhruv Jain- A young budding
scientist who  made a working

model based on Solar and
Wind energy and has won

third position in an
Interschool Competition.



Xaverians' Make a Difference

There is no substitute for hardwork
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STAR ACHIEVERS
"Success in life is not for those who run fast, but for those who keep running and always on
the move.”

The confident and talented Xaverians never leave any stone unturned for making us all feel proud of

them. Here is a glimpse of the Star achievers of our Xavier's family.

Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. And our blooming buds of Xavier's never
stop being optimistic.

Darsh Sahota(4 A)- Participated in an
Inter-Doja Online Karate Championship
and has won 1st position.

Aadya Dua(4G)- Participated in
an Inter School competition and
has successfully cleared Round

1.



RESONANCE FROM THE PARENTS’ HEARTRTRRRRREREREEESSSSOOOONNNNAAAANNNNCCCCEEEE FFFFRRRROROROOOMMMM TTTTHHHHEEEE PPPPAAAARRRREREREEENNNNTTTTSSSS’’’’ HHHHEEEEAAAARRRRTRTRTTTRTRTRTRRTRRRRTRRRRESONANCE FROM THE PARENTS’ HEART

Wearing A Mask Could Be A Task but Remember it can save not only your life but of many
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Thank you mam. It was an amazing
experience for kids. So orderly
conducted.  It was a very well

organized competition. Kudos to
teachers and all students.  

Best regards
 Shikha Verma

<Mother of Pragun Verma-4 F>

Very glad to say that it was an
outstanding event which is
organised by our lovable teachers.
To know all the children and their
efforts and their talent, this type
of event is always welcome.
Congratulations to all the children
and Kudos to all the teachers,
without your support and
guidance it couldn't be happen

Shreya enjoyed the quiz and she
was very excited about something
new happening online . The quiz
was a good learning ground for
children. It exposed them to a
professional environment where a
certain decorum has to be
maintained. Appreciate your
efforts 

Respected ma'am
Quizzes and competitions are always a learning process. Most importantly they teach a child to play as a team
and become confident. The English Litwiz quiz was very encouraging for the students and helped them to push
their boundaries. 
I heartily thank the management, headmistress ma'am and all the teachers for organizing this quiz. My special
thanks to Shubha ma'am for putting in so much effort and guiding the children at every step and putting their
doubts to ease. 
Looking forward to many more such activities. 
Best Regards
Mother of Aarav Chadha-4 A

Dear Ma'am,
Congratulations 
The Q fiesta organized by school was a wonderful
learning experience. The teachers efforts were quite
evident. The time, hardwork and patience they have
put in to train the kids was amazing. It is your
guidance that we can see the changes in Ujjwal, he is
learning and growing. Great efforts by The
Management and Teachers. Special thanks to
Headmistress Geeta ma’am for being a constant
support and giving such opportunities to children to
showcase their talent in every sphere.
We as parents would request the school to organize
and give children more opportunities to learn and
grow.
Regards
Ujjwal's Mother(Ms. Taruna)
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Ma’am very well conducted !!! kudos
to all teachers and students !!!!

Xaviers is doing a very great job by
conducting such quiz and boosting

kids morale!!! 
Ms.Priyanka Mohanty (Annysa's

Mother)

Highly appreciate the efforts
of all the teachers as well as
the participants...I could see

many kids were nervous
especially mine so I think

such events will really  help
in developing confidence in

kids....hope to see many
more coming ahead ..thanks
to the team and school for

conducting such events.
Mahika Celly 4E

It was indeed an
extremely good event...
very knowledgeable and

the kids enjoyed a lot.
Good to see developing
GK skills through this.

Hoping to see many
more ahead... kudos to

all the teachers for
organising such events

Siana Goyal- 4E

Wonderful Quiz
conducted by teachers n
such amazing
performance by confident
kids. 
These activities increases
the knowledge n
confidence in them. 
Bravo to all the teachers
n kids.
Partk Kalla- 4H

It was great mam and a great effort by you and all the teachers
And this kind of activities increases the kids knowledge and motivate them to know

learn more about their part, so I really appreciate the efforts done by you 
Garvit Gupta- 4E

Thanks for giving the
opportunity to the children
for this online quiz. It was
well organised. Kudos to
the organising team for
their efforts. Kids really
enjoyed and learned so
many new words too.
Looking forward for many
more such events. 

Congratulations to all
the participants and
organisers..the
competition was
fantastic and very well
organised by the
teachers & team
members...I was a great
learning for all the
students.

The quiz was amazing.
Well organised n
conducted. Kids enjoyed
n were very excited. It
motivated them and
also enhanced their
Knowledge. It would be
great if we have more
similar activity on
different subjects. 
Thanks Sweta

Cheers to all the Xaverians
A Good Effort acknowledgement/certificate!
That would boost their morale!
It was a wonderful learning experience for
Praganya... He enjoyed being a part of it!!and looking
forward for more participation ahead..
It was well organised and beautifully
conducted...kudos to all the team members
Thanks, 
Pratshri
( Praganya's mom 4-D)



A very well organised and seamlessly managed show!
The quiz components were carefully chosen and ensured that
all aspects of the English Language are well covered!
Indeed 3 engaging hours for the participants where they have
been attentive, proactive, empathetic and confident at the
same time!
Its amazing how despite not seen each other physically even
once the kids have developed a feeling of team spirit and
comradrie for their class mates!
LitWiz has surely been instrumental in harnessing that
feeling!
Grateful to Geeta Mam for channelizing this!
Thanks to all the dear teachers for being there with your
students in every way! Your words of encouragement have a
lot of potential!
Cheers to all the Xaverians
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Quiz session was really an awesome
opportunity for the growth of kids..it was
mind exploring and spontaneous reaction
based session..I do appreciate such
sessions in future...I also appreciate all
teachers for so much efforts..thanks to  u
also mam for giving  a chance to Manan to
be part of the team and showing trust in
him.

I think it was a great way of learning
for the kids we should definitely have
more of these quiz for all the subjects
the only thing was that it was a little
long. That could be improved for the
next rounds it was very well
conducted  and the kids enjoyed a lot. 
I would surely like to thank all of the
teachers for all the hard work.

The webinar was amazing. Each intricate detail, be it the
script, choice of words, order of events or inclusion of
song and nukkad natak in a webinar..Each of this was
one of its kind. Heartiest congratulations to the young
kids for attending the long practice sessions tirelessly
and hats off to the teachers for being so sincere and for
bringing out the best in each of the kids. Kudos  !!

Maam..quizzes like these
are such a brilliant idea...It
encourages child's
confidence, motivation to 
 learn and rises their
competative skills.Hoping
to see more such quizzes in
future...Thanks a lot 😊😊
Ms. Namrata Joshi

Really appreciate that you always
give opportunity to each and every
child .It is a good way for children to
understand the importance of team
work. I really like the enthusiasm
and energy of all the students, the
way they were cheering for each
other.Great going and keep it
up.Thanks once again to you and all
the Teachers 

It was really good... Very well
organized inspite of the
limitations with virtual

platform. Really appreciate
efforts of all the teachers ..

was evident how much work
and planning has gone into

the execution.
Vihan pandey 4 D
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Good Afternoon mam... It was just
awesome and pure bliss. The children and

the teacher together have put an
excellent show... We are truly celebrating

spirit of our freedom.
Ma’am it was truly mesmerizing. We just
lived it . Every child did so well . Kudos to
all your hard work form last 15 days . We
have seen recording 3 times . Every child
did so well . Very well coordinated event 

Today's webinar was outstanding.
Small xaverians made a glorious
performance .No doubt they have
immense love and passion in their
heart. They will definitely lead our
nation to a greater world. Let's make a
resolution to value our nation and
never forget the sacrifices from those
who gave us freedom. Happy
Independence day
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Shubha ma'am today's English Quiz was
well organized and was a great
opportunity for us to be a part of it.
Sheza really enjoyed and learned many
new words and got to know many
answers of the questions. It was a new
learning experience for her .Thankyou
to all teachers for conducting it.

Sheza's Mother-4 A

Quiz session was really an awesome opportunity
for the growth of kids..it was mind exploring and
spontaneous reaction based session..I do
appreciate such sessions in future...I also
appreciate all teachers for so much efforts..thanks
to  u also mam for giving  a chance to Manan to be
part of the team and showing trust in him.

Manan's Mother-4 D

Congratulations ma’am it was
really nice  me and Ahaan really
enjoyed ..
Great initiative..
Ahaan was so excited to see his
team members perform extremely
well .. and he was cheering them
too ..

It's the immense hard work and
dedication of the teachers.
Congratulations to the entire
team of teachers for making
efforts and giving such platform
for children to display their
talent. Thank a ton.
Thanks mam for encouraging
all kids.it was a well conducted
quiz .Great efforts by all the
teachers. Mrinank is eagerly
waiting for maths quiz...wants
4G to shine...
Mrinank's Mother-4 A

Maam, I am grateful for this
opportunity. Aditi is feeling confident
and enthralled. Once again maam, a big
thanks  for showing your trust!
Aditi's mother

A wonderful event and very well
organised ma'am...thanx for
considering Prachi to be part of the
webinar....
She is really happy 




